Welcome Richard Friedel – VSF President

Presentations

1] Open Caching
Erin-Rose Widner & Jeff Budney - Verizon Business Group

2] From leased-line to best-efforts connectivity - the trend, the journey and the technology.
Andy Rayner – Nevion

(15 MIN BREAK)

VidTrans22 Update-Bob Ruhl

3] Panel Discussion
Content producers and Broadcasters: The ideal end-game production technical architecture and the Journey. – A lively discussion with end users and technologists of where the production technology chain is heading and what is driving it both technically and commercially.
Chaired by Andy Rayner -Nevion

(15 MIN BREAK)

4] SYNCHRONIZED MULTI-STREAM TRANSPORT USING RIST
Ciro Aloisio Noronha – Cobalt Digital

5] Cloud Based on Demand Seamless Disaster Recovery
Adi Rozenberg - Video-Flow Ltd.

Activity Group Updates Start Time 1:15PM

SMPTE ST 2110 over WAN (WAN)
Andy Rayner – Nevion

Ground-Cloud-Cloud-Ground (GCCG)
John Mailhot – Imagine Communications

RIST Activity Group
Rick Ackermans – CBS

JPEG XS
John Dale – Media Links

Internet Protocol Media Experience (IPMX)
Jack Douglass – PacketStorm